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Dive with us to enjoy a unique experience that’s away from the crowded 
resorts! Captain Eric and Christi have nearly 50 years of combined diving 
experience. Our 30 foot vessel accomodates 10 divers at most so you know 
you will get a personal experience thats unmatched in the area. 

Accolades
 - “You can count on it. Whenever we’re in the keys we’ll be out on BLUE WATER DIVERS!!!!! Thanks again for great 
diving” - Steve, PA

 - “Hi Christi!! You too Captain Eric!! Been thinking of both of you and would LOVE to be there for the pumpkin carv-
ing! Will be there in January and it won’t come soon enough....” - Scuba Sue, MI

 - “I got to double dip on the Spiegel yesterday with them and they ROCK. I came down solo from LA and had a blast 
diving with Christi and Eric. We even convinced them to take us out for another 3 dives later that day. A++ if you like to dive 
the way you want to dive and not get stuck with a big operation, with rules and reg’s of the inexperienced, go get some.” 
- Rob, L.A.
 - ”We have been coming to the Keys to dive and teach for seven years.  We have always used big “cattle boat” op-
erations in the past.  After diving with BlueWater Divers and Captain Eric, we will never return to the big boats again.  Eric 
was fantastic as our Captain.   He was very flexible, changing reefs after the first dive site did not have the best visibility.   
One of our advance students was very sea sick and Eric was very understanding when we decided to cancel our night dive.  
If you want great service, a fantastic Captain, and a smaller more personal dive boat, you can’t beat BlueWater Divers.”  
- Art and Patti, GA

click here to get $10 off your first dive!


